AGENDA
7th International Feed Regulators Meeting (IFRM)
Atlanta, USA
GWCC – Room 311 in the A Hall
27-28 January 2014

MONDAY 27 January 2014

09:00 Welcome address: Mario Sergio Cutait, IFIF Chairman & Daniela Battaglia, FAO

09:30 Workshop I: Review of new feed regulations and discussion of best practices

Co-moderators: Marta Ponghellini, DG SANCO (EU) and Graham Cooper, IFIF (ANAC, Canada)

Speakers:
• Dan McChesney, FDA (USA)
• Robert D. Waltz, AAFCO (USA)
• Kaarina Stiff, CFIA (Canada)

10:30 Discussion

11:00 Coffee break

11:30 Workshop II: Presentation of the Global Regulatory Convergence Project of feed ingredients and their mixtures following the Comparison Report 2013: concrete cases

Co-moderators: Sabine Kruse, Federal Ministry Food, Agriculture & Consumer Protection (Germany) and Didier Jans, IFIF (FEFANA, EU)

Speakers:
• Philippe Becquet, IFIF
• Marta Ponghellini, DG SANCO (EU)
• Catherine Italiano, CFIA (Canada)
• Dan McChesney, FDA (USA)

12:30 Panel discussion with audience

13:00 Lunch
14:30  *Workshop III*: International feed safety assurance schemes: towards a benchmarking system

**Co-moderators:** Rik Herbes, Netherlands Food Safety Authority (The Netherlands) and Ruud Tijsens, IFIF (FEFAC, EU)

**Speakers:**
- Joseph Wozniak, International Trade Centre (joint UN-WTO organization) – via video
- Dan McChesney, FDA (USA)
- Reinder Sijtsma, IFIF

15:30  Panel discussion with audience

17:00 – 19:00 *IFIF Reception with Regulators and Guests* (adjacent to meeting room)

**TUESDAY 28 January 2014**

09:00  *Workshop IV*: Capacity development for feed safety: implementing the Codex requirements and beyond

**Co-Moderators:** Daniela Battaglia (FAO) and Joel Newman, IFIF (AFIA, USA)

**Speakers:**
- Annamaria Bruno, Codex Secretariat (Italy)
- Eva Reinhard, Federal Office for Agriculture FOAG (Switzerland)
- Angela Pellegrino Missaglia, IFIF (Sindiraçoes, Brazil)
- Julio Flavio Neves, IFIF (Feedlatina, Uruguay)
- Hans Jöhr (Nestle) – via video

10:30  Coffee Break

11:00  Panel discussion with audience

12:00  *Work Plan for 2014*: Mario Sergio Cutait, IFIF Chairman & Daniela Battaglia, FAO

12:30  End of meeting